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0. tntfoduction 
Throughout, R denotes an associative ring with identity, modules are unitary left 
R-modules. A descending chain C of non-zero submoduies of a noethcrian module M 
is well-ordered under reverse inclusion, and we denote by o(M) the supremum of the 
ordinaI types ord(CJ of all such chains C in M. 
In [ 11, Bass proved that if R is a commutative noetherian ring with countable 
Krull-ordinal K(R) (called classical KruIIdimension in [ 2,4] ), then w@) G o(R) 
with equality in case R is a domain. The purpose of this note ti to extend this re- 
sult to noetherian modules over arbitrary (not neceaarily commutative) rings and to 
sharpen it at the same time. cur proofs have been inspired by the methods used m 
[ I] ; we use, however, the Krull-dimension K-dim(M) of the module M (see below for 
a definition) instead of the Krull-ordinal cl(R). 
For any noetherian module M with Krulldimension or there exists a sequence of
ordinals 
a sequence of natural numbers 
(N( I ), n(2), .e., NkN, 
and a finite des;cnding chain of submodules 
of submodules Mi s~,h that the first n( I ) factor modules of this chain are ar( I )-critic- 
z-4, the next n(2) factors are a(2)-critic& and so forth, and the last n(k) factors are 
cr(k)-criticaI. Here a module X is called ar-critical if K-dim(X) = ~11 but K-dim(X/ 
for every non-zero submodule Y of X. As a partial generalization of the classica 
Jordan--HiiIder Theorem we show that the type @(I), n(I), . . . . a(k), n(k)) is aIi in- 
variant of the module M (Theorem 2.6) and that for countable a( I ) = K-dim(M 
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Since K-dim@) and K(R) coincide for a commutative noetherian ring (see 14. Theo- 
rem 13 I), our result yields [ 1. Theorem 2.121 as a special case. WC should like to 
pornt out that Tt Ieorem 4.b is no longer true if K-dinr(;Cn is unooun table: there cx- 
ist even <irmmutative noetherran domains of arbitrarily large Xrull-dnnension (see 
12. Theorem WS] ). but every descending chain of nfln-tero ideals of a c’ommutatlve 
noctherian ring is iountablt: by [ I, Theorem 1. I 1. 
1. Ckfinitions and notations 
The ~i’rrtN-ctrrttcartsirlrt K-di~.~(M) of the 113 idule ,!I IS defined by transtlnitc wur- 
310n as ioll~ws: E-d~nz(,W = - i iff I’ 6, end f0r 3n ordIn Q. iGciirtt(.W = c1 It K-&m(M) 
0~. and thcrz- is nu infinrte kiending chain .a! =.V,, 3 MI 2 . . . of subm0dulr’sM, sik-h 
that ii-cilrn(M, _ 1 :‘.FpI,) <a for i = I. 2, . . . . It is possible that there is no 0rtiin;tl et uiih 
K-drm(M) = or; m that case l is said to have no Krull-dimension. We note that 
K-dim(M) = 0 Iff Al is a non-zero artinian module, and that Kdim( 2) = 1.2 the ring 
of integers. 
A module 3f ;s a-criticui if K-dim(M) = Q and K-dim(M,?C) < ilk for every submo- 
dule 3’ + 0 of AI. Ken-zero submodules of a-critical modules are again a-Atkal, and 
it is easy to verify that ~omprersiblc mo&ries with Krulldimension are critical, and 
that sritical modules are unitkrrn. 
A ring R is &Ii (right) bmtt&d if every essential eft (right) ideal Cjf’H c’ontama 
nm-,xrc~ two-sided ideal. R is jkl& kji (right) bwrttkd if K;P is left (right) bwnd~d 
for every two-sirltd prime ideal P of R. R is fir&* bt~r&~d wetlwriurr rf it IS a full> 
left and right bounded ring with maximum wndirion on left and right ideals. 
F’inaUy, we rcAl that the Jassical Krull-dinwmi~rn &K-dim(H) (Knrii-or&rwl 
#(K 1 in [ 111 of the ring R is the smallest ordinal a for which spe~(K ) = speq.# J. 
where the subsets spec,(K) of the set spec#) of al1 two-sided prime ideals of the 
ring R are defined as follows: speq,(R ) is the set rjf all maximal ideals of K, and for 
an ordinal cx 3 0 we put 
spec,(R) = iPE spew: PC Q impks Q E U,, a spec&H) ,l. 
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li no such ordinal exists, we say that R has no classical Krull-dimension. 
2. Critical composition series 
Lxt 3 be a left K-module. A tlnitc properly desctmdmg chain 
crfl)>a(2)> . ..>cr(k).;bO 
such that the first !I( t ) factors are cr( 1 )-critical. the next n(2) factors are a( I)-critical, 
the nest )I( 3 factors are a(Z)-critkal, and SC! on, then we call the series a decreasirg 
i-r wpt Mtiw wits of type 
TIC objcctlve of this section is to show that if a module M i~as twk) &creasing critic- 
al composition series of types (a( 1 ). II{ 1 ), . . . . artk), a) and (fi( 1 ), m( 1). . . . . fit/), 
rl(l)). then k = 1. and &i) = a(i) an4 rzfi) = m(i) for ail i = 1. 2, . . . . k = 1. A critical 
composition series of type (c)t, ~1) wdi also he called an a-critical wmposition series 
for short. 
It IS falriy easy to show that every noctherian module has a decreasing critical 
composltton series Q of som type}; m fact, noetherian modules can be characterized 
by the fait that every cpimorphic Image has such a series. We note that the Knuii- 
drmension uf a module with a decreasing critical cumposition series of type 
(a( I L M 1 L . . . . at(k ). II(~ )) is equal to ar( 1) by 14. Lemma 71. 
Pius K-dim(X) 2 cr(k) by 14, Lemma 71. 
M=N, 13’Vi 3 . . . Ixvm_l “NW =o . 
be two a-critical composition series. Assume nt > 1. Since 1(11$ ) = I- 1, every a-critic- 
al composition series of M, has length I-- 1. Assume M, n fVm_! = 0. Then 
0 #A& = Afm_r /Ml n N,n_, 2 M, + A&/M,, 
5oNnr-l is cr-critical, contradicting the fact that 4%&-I has an at-critical composition 
3. Basic series 
FJl0wmg (3 1, we call a non-zero subrwduIe A’ of a moduk Al with Krull-dimen- 
sion brlw if .\ IS maximal among the &critical submodules of M, where at = 
min{K-dim(X): 0 +- X C: Ml. A basic series of Al is a chain 
of submodules of M where Bi/Bi_l is a basic submodule of lsl,%i_l for 1 G i < N. The 
purpose of this section is to show that basic series and decreasing critical corn 
series are the same. This will establish the validity of 13, Theorem 3.4( I)] for modules 
cover any ring. The following two results appear in 1.31. where they are proved under 
the assumption that the ring R is fully bounded noctherian. 
K-dinr(M,‘t ) < K-dim(M) = K-dim{L ). 
WC gtt K-dim(&f) = KdimtL ). Assume K-dim(Af,‘S) = K-dirn(Af) for some submodule 
X # 0. Since M is uniform. I, n X + 0 and we have 
K-dimf I, + X/S) = K-dim(L .‘L n X) < K-dim( 1. ). 
so we (?klfiil 
snd this wntradiction shows that K-dim(MX) < K-dm~(l~f) for all non-l-era subtntrrtules 
X 0.f M 711 us M is critical. 
Proof. Since I 1) and (6) of 13, Theorem 2.5 ] are equivalent by Lemma 3. I without 
the restriction that M is a finitely generated module over a fully bounded noctherian 
ring, the original proof of 13. Lemma 3.2) can be used. 
3.3. Proposition. 77~ fi~ilwing properties of the seritv 
c: 
Roof. (i) * (ii). If C is a basic series. then every factor !I$/Mi+l , 0 G i G II-- 1, is critic- 
al. SO C ts a c‘fitkal mrnposition series. It remains to show that K-dirn(MJMj+l ) 2 
K-dm(M,+ 1,31,+2 ). Since 1. = MJM~+ ~ 7 contains the bask submodule R = M;+,iMi+2 
prqerl~. u’e h3vc 
by Lmm3 3.2. 
$ la K-dim(X,L~f, ) >t Ii-dim(Afi_, 4Vi) 2 K-dirn(~fi,Gfi+, ) = 0, 
so K-dim( S/hf& = 0. which is impossible if X/hfi+l is &critical. Therefore Mi/M,+t is 
a basic‘ submodule of 3f/bfi+ l . 
In [ 31, Jatqaonker called two basic series 
to be q~~i~ul~*~~ t if 111 =11 and if for some permutation it’ of the set ( 1, 2, . . . . 11) each 
dq_, .Vj IS subisomorphic with Nn,+t /Kn(ij. [ 2, Theorem 3. I ] states that any two 
basis series of a finitely generated module 14~’ over a fully bounded noetherian ring 
arc equivalent. and in view of Proposition 3.3 OUT Theorem 2.6 shows that they have 
al least the same length, with no restrictions on M and .R whatsoever. Although we 
are presently unable to obtain the second part of 13, Theorem 3.11 in general. we 
obtain an alternate gcneralitation of the Jordan---Holder Theorem by showing that 
any Iwo basic; series of M are similar in the sense of Definition 3.4 below. It is 
clear that in the case of an artinian and noetherian rnoc!ule M both concepts reduce 
to the usurrl concept of equivalence of two composition series. Furthermore, a$ 
Mi,, /M, is uniform, two equivalcn t basic series ;I.:e clearly similar. 
3.4. Ikfnition. Two basic (or decreasing critical composition) series 
M = MC, 3 M, 3 .I. 3 M,l = 0, 
are similar if m = n and if for some permutation of the set ( 1, 2, . . . . N) the glodules 
E( Mi_1 fMi ) and E(N,t iI- /IVat i 1) are isomorphic. 
Af,, n,v1 3 x, 3 x2 3 . . . 3 XII_3 3 x,+2 = 0 
of length rr -2. Using the induction hypothesis and the cease 11 = 2, we get 
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Sina! two compressible left H-mcldules with Krull-dimension and isomorphic mjec- 
tive hulls art obviously subisomoqk, we get the following corollary of Theorem J.5. 
By [.I?, Theorem 2.51 every frni tely generated critkal module over 3 fully bounded 
nwtherian ring H is axt~pressible. so Ckrollary 3.~~ isa gcner;rkation of IS. Theorem 
z.1 I* 
Ever), descending chair: of non-zero submk)dules of ;t noctt-aitln mc:dule is well- 
ordered under reverse inclusion, and we denote by rk+f) the suprcmum of the order 
types l,f a11 such chains. The purpose of this section is to establish a relationship he- 
twccn the ordinals o(M) and K-dim(M) for the case where the second one is count- 
able. 
Qtoof. The set of submodules X of M with K-dim(M/X) 2 0 is certainly not empty. 
so it contains a maximal clement N. Since K-dim(M/X) < 9 for all submodules 
X 2, A’ of M, K-dim(M/) Q fl by 14, Proposition 81, so Ml/N is &ctiticak 
Roof. We proceed by induction on cy = K-dim(M). If Q = 0, then Ikl is simple. and the 
assertion is trivially true. Let 1y >O. 
C’QS~ i : a = fl+ 1. Let IV,, be equal to l , and for i Z 1 let .Vi be a non-zero sub- 
module of 1yi_1 such that N&V,+ is &xitical. Since the non-zero submodule ‘Vi_! of 
the a-critical module M is again at-critical, such a submodule A> does exist by 
4.1. Because of [4, Lemma 71, we get an infinite descending chain of submo 
394 G. Kruuse, iksceniiing ciwins of suhrnodirlt~s 
with &critical factors A$_r /‘iVim By induction hypothesis there is a descending chain 
of submodules > /Vi between ,yi_) and 1%; which is of ordinal type 03. Using these 
chains to refine the chain C, we obtain a chain of type 
cl+ t UD t . . . = &id = w d+l =w? 
Cuscl 2: a is a limit ordinal. Since ar is countable, we can find a countable sequence 
of ordin& p(i) < &such that Ey = sup@(i)). Define M = No, and for i 2 1 let hi be a 
non-zero submodule Of dVi_1 such that iVi_1 /A’i is fl((i)-critical. By 14. Lemma 71 WC 
obtain an infinite descending chain 
C: itf=N(, 3N1 xv 2 3 ..a 3 iVl-1 3 Ni 3 l em 3 0 
with &rT)-critical factors it>_J/iVi for i = 1, 2, . . . . By the inductive hypothesis there 
exists a chain of submodules I3r iVi between ;i;_r and A’i which is of order type L&I). 
Using these chains to refine the chain C yields a chain of type 
&Cl, +&Hz, + .._ + ,is(‘) + ... = wsupw(i~~ = WY 
4.3. Rematk. Of K-dim(M) = a is not countab!c, Proposition 4.2 fails to be true in 
general. By [I!. Theorem WS] there exists, for example, a commutative noetherisn 
integral domain R with K-dim(R) = St t 1, where Sk is the first uncountable ordinal. 
By 14. Theorem IO] R is (St + i )-criti& and it follows from 11. Remark E.I3] that 
o(R 1 = sj < Jr +I . 
Roof. This is an immediate <unseyucn~c of Thc!)rem 2.6 and Proposition 4.2. 
Roof. We proceed by induction on K-dim(M) = a( 1). the case a’( I ) = 0 being true by 
the classical Jordan---Holder Theorem. Let N 1) =Z 0 and assume IF;-dirnCM:S’) = 
13( 11 < al 1). Then 
wdc%(l)+ .,. +&P) nt(/)G.LW’(m(l) Wz(2) + . . . + m(T)) 
and we are done. Let now K-dirn(M/N) = ai( 1) = fi( 1). If m( 1) > n( I). then M would 
have a critical composition series of type (a(1 ), r, . . . ) with r 2 n?( 1 ) > rt( i ) by Lemma 
2.3, but this is impossible in view of Theorem 2.6. Thus nt( 1 ) G n(. 1 ). if nt( 1 ) < IZ( i ). 
th 
:%I = M,, SM, 3 . . . .)q,(,) 13, .. . 3x HI 
be a da-rcrlsing zriti4 ~trmpositi~~n series between III and A’ r)f type 
(a( i b. !I( 1 1. cJ( z 1. w( 2 1. . . ., &f), m(f )I. By Lemma 2.2, the submodule JV~l,, ) has a de- 
crc;rsmg critical a~mposition series, and by Thctxcm 2.6 it must be of type 
(c%(Z), M(2), . . . . @k ). N(I)). Since fMrtc t p Y has a decreasing critical composition series 
of type (j3(2). nr( 2). . . . . o(f), m(f)) and since K-dimjlll,,4 l ) ) = cy( 2) < ti 1 ), we qe t* 
3 z ) n1( 2 ) + , I. t~~IlIlt(I)<WUtZIII(~)+ . . . + d%(k) 
by the inductive hypothcsls. and the assertion follows since aat’ ’ rr( 1) = &’ ’ m( 1 ) 
in this ase. 
4.6. Theorem. Let M # 0 bc a rwethcrtirt reti R-module with CI decreasirg critical 
crqwsitirm series of type (ac( I ), n( f ), . . . . a(k), n(k)) with ,roumtable K-dim(M) = 
4 1 ). Thert 
c,(M) = w*%(l) + 1.. +w*%(k). 
Roof. By Corollary 4.4 we know that 
so we only have to show that any descending chain of non-zero submodules ot M is 
of order type < A. We proceed by induction on X. If h = 1, then k = 1, ar( 1) = 0. and 
n( I ) = 1, so A-I 1s simple and the statement is trivial. Let A > 1, and assume that there 
exists a descending chain 
of non-zercj submodules of M of ordinal type h + 1. Since M/L is noetherian. it has a 
decreasing critical composition series of type ($i 11, m(. 1). . . . . &I), m(l)), say. By 
Proposition 4.5 we have 
&%2(l) + . . . t&%l(r)=K <A. 
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Hut since .W’L contains a descending chain of non-zeru submodules of ordinal typ2 
X w2 get h G~(ill/l,) = k; by the inductive hypothesis. This contradiction shows that 
IIO descending chain of nun-zero suhmodules of M c’an have order type > X, whence 
r1(M) = x. 
Since a left noetherian ring K has no zero-divisors iff RR is a critical module (se2 
14, Theorem IO] ), and since K-dim (RR ) = cl&dim(H) for any fully left bounded 
left m>ethcrian ring R (see (5, Theorem Z.41). Theorem 4.6 generalizes and extends 
the first half of f 1, Theorem 2. I Z 1. Th e second half of that result can he obtained as 
well* let O(HK 1 denote the supremum of the ordinals o(M), where M varies over all 
finitely g2n2rat2d left R-modules. WC have: 
Roof. By [ 1, Lemma 2.11 f we have O(,R) G cr(R R) - w. Let RR be of type 
(a( 1 ). n( I ), . . . . a(k). n(k)). Then R contains a descending chain of non-zero left ideals 
of order type ti a(1? by Theorem 4.6, and the free left R-module Rm contains a chain 
of type w& 1 1 tn. Therefore 
Roof. By 15, Theorem 2.41 we have 
K-dim@ ) = cl.K-dim(R ) = K-dim@, ), 
and by (4. Ttseorem IO] both ,$ and RR are a-critical. Thus the result folhrws from 
Theorem 4.6. 
4.9. Remark. If R has zero Jivtsors then Corollary 4’ . .I5 f3ils to be true in general. There 
exist even left and right artkian rings for which the length of a composition series of 
left ideals is different from the length of a composition s2ries of right ideals. 

